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Undoubtedly, Australia is a very fascinating country that takes pride of a firm tourism potential and
has something for everyone. From its cultural beauty to the abundant heritage, tourist spots to the
magnificent beaches, exotic wildlife to sky-kissing skyscrapers, the country has all of them bringing
a lot of tourists from across the globe. Places like Port Arthur, Tasmania and Whitsunday are a must-
see.

Tasmania, a huge island located in southern Australia, is one of the best choices that you can have
for an Australian holiday. For a lot of visitors and Australian residents, this island is one of the most
famous holiday destinations. A lot of Tasmania tours are focused on seeing the native wildlife and
the endangered Tasmanian Devil in the region. The lush green lands as well as the rough and rocky
beaches of the island tell visitors that the island has myriad of amazing scenes.

For a lot of visitors, their time while they travel in the island is their closest period to nature. Despite
being untouched, Tasmania has become a main source of income for many locals who were able to
do many things to improve their island without damaging the nature. Furthermore, a tour in this
island will also lead travelers to some Port Arthur tours which will bring people to the heritage of this
small Tasmanian town. Visitors in this place will get to see thick rainforest vegetation and
landscapes. Amazing geological formations, stunning ocean views and high cliffs offer a certain
degree to how this region looks.  A holiday in this region will force you to think about history and
connect with the traces of the past. Such tours make visitors appreciate of the present Port Arthur.
Families and individuals who will visit the place will be educated and entertained.

Meanwhile, the Australian island of Whitsunday are famous for the sailing opportunities and
Whitsunday tours can be organized on state of the art yachts that is managed by experienced crew.
Such water tours allow travelers to enjoy the diving spots and clear water in a lot of coral coves that
exist throughout the tropical island paradise.

If you are looking for a family holiday, romantic getaway or friend vacation, you can experience an
extraordinary stay in Whitsunday resorts where you will be provided with all comforts, facilities and
treats that you expect from them. If you are planning to spend your honeymoon in the island, you
can take up a helicopter flight and have a picnic on the magnificent sands of the islandâ€™s beaches.
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